
For immediate release:

Author's new book receives a warm literary welcome.

Readers' Favorite announces the review of the Fiction - Fantasy - Epic book "The
Ember Reach" by J. Gibson, currently available at
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0B3HCY32C.

Readers' Favorite is one of the largest book review and award contest sites on the
Internet. They have earned the respect of renowned publishers like Random House,
Simon & Schuster, and Harper Collins, and have received the "Best Websites for
Authors" and "Honoring Excellence" awards from the Association of Independent
Authors. They are also fully accredited by the BBB (A+ rating), which is a rarity among
Book Review and Book Award Contest companies.

"Reviewed By Olga Markova for Readers' Favorite

The Ember Reach: Planar Lost by J. Gibson is a riveting blend of epic fantasy and
horror. The story transports us to the imaginary universe of Planar Lost. Karis Valjyre,

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0B3HCY32C


a private examiner of illegitimate affairs, wakes up to find her city of Imbredon
invaded by the living dead and set on fire. Fleeing, Karis feels like an unseen hand is
moving her. She finds herself in a magical reality where an apparition advises her to
travel to the ruined valley where good fortune awaits her. Meanwhile, in the ruling
circles of the Empire, a senior member of the clergy was slain and two others
vanished. Archbishop Delacroix and her Scribe Officiate, Amun Halleck, set off on the
search mission. What lies ahead for them?

The Ember Reach is the second book of the Planar Lost series by the talented J.
Gibson, but it reads perfectly well as a standalone. The atmospheric descriptions of
the places reached, the awesome portraits of the characters, the action-driven plot,
perilous adventures, magical combat, and eventual jaw-dropping revelations are a few
notable features of this amazing epic fantasy. The events are centered on the standoff
between good and evil. I was particularly impressed by the implied allusion to the
violence in Eastern Europe implemented by the scene-setting map featuring the Black
Sea. Suspenseful and riveting, this novel will thrill epic fantasy, horror, and adventure
fans and make a great film adaptation. Graphic violence and gore-abundant magical
combat make this epic fable unsuitable for children."

You can learn more about J. Gibson and "The Ember Reach" at
https://readersfavorite.com/book-review/the-ember-reach where you can read reviews
and the author’s biography, as well as connect with the author directly or through
their website and social media pages.
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